We prove that tree isomorphism is not expressible in the language (FO + TC + COUNT). This is surprising since in the presence of ordering the language captures NL, whereas tree isomorphism and canonization are in L ( L92]). Our proof uses an Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e game for transitive closure logic with counting G91, IL90]. As a corresponding upper bound, we show that tree canonization is expressible in (FO + COUNT) log n]. The best previous upper bound had been (FO + COUNT) n O(1) ] ( DM90]). The lower bound remains true for bounded-degree trees, and we show that for bounded-degree trees counting is not needed in the upper bound. These results are the rst separations of the unordered versions of the logical languages for NL, AC 1 , and ThC 1 .
Introduction
It has been known for some time that for rstorder logics with ordering, a transitive closure operator (TC) gives the power of nondeterministic log-space (NL). Similarly, a deterministic restriction of transitive closure (DTC) captures deterministic log-space (L).
Fact 1 ( I87, I88] The ordering is necessary. Indeed without the ordering the parity of the number of vertices in a graph is not expressible in (FO+TC). In EI94a] we introduced local orderings in graphs as an intermediate step between ordered and unordered graphs. A one-way local ordering (1LO) on a graph de nes, for each vertex v, a total ordering on the edges leaving v. A two-way local ordering (2LO) provides, in addition, an ordering on incoming edges. We showed that the language (FO + DTC + 1LO) extends the Jumping Automata on Graphs (JAG) model CR80] to a more robust complexity class that still permits interesting lower bounds on graph reachability. On the other hand, we showed that the language (FO+TC+1LO) is strong enough to express a total ordering on the set of vertices reachable from a given vertex. This led us to conjecture that if we add counting all NL properties are expressible in this logic:
Conjecture 2 ( EI94a]) (FO + TC + COUNT + 1LO) = NL In the present paper we prove that this conjecture is false. We do so by showing Theorem 3 Tree Isomorphism is not expressible in (FO + TC + COUNT).
Theorem 3 is quite surprising because tree isomorphism is so simple, and order independent, and it seemed to require little more than counting plus a limited use of TC. Tree Isomorphism and even Tree Canonization are known to be in L L92] . A Corollary of Theorem 3 is that Conjecture 2 is false. This is because a 1LO on a tree gives no new information when edges are directed from the leaves to the root. On the other hand we prove:
Theorem 4 (FO+TC+COUNT +2LO) = NL That is, a two-way local ordering plus the ability to count is enough for (FO + TC) to compute a total ordering and thus recognize any NL graph property. The proof of Theorem 4 involves rst computing a canonical ordering on each weakly connected component of the input graph. Next, using these ordered components, we de ne an isomorphic graph on the (ordered) number domain. Coming back to Theorem 3, we asked, how much descriptive power is needed to express graph isomorphism in the absence of ordering? We prove the following:
Theorem 5 Tree Isomorphism and Tree Canonization are expressible in (FO + COUNT) log n].
Thus, rst-order formulas with counting quanti ers iterated log n times can express canonical forms for any unordered input tree. This improves the previous best upper bound of (FO + LFP + COUNT) = (FO + COUNT) n O(1) ] ( DM90] ). The proof of Theorem 5 produces an inductive de nition of the canonical form using counting and the 2/3-1/3 reduction argument on trees. Combining Theorems 3 and 5, we separate the languages (FO + TC + COUNT) and (FO + COUNT) log n]:
Corollary 6 Tree Isomorphism 2 (FO + COUNT) log n] ? (FO + TC + COUNT) Recall that (FO +COUNT+ ) log n] is equal to ThC 1 , the set of problems recognized by uniform sequences of polynomial-size, log-depth threshold circuits, BIS90]. Furthermore, for the transitive closure logic, in the presence of ordering, counting quanti ers give no extra power, i.e., (FO+TC+COUNT+ ) = (FO+TC+ ) = NL Thus, Corollary 6 separates the unordered versions of the languages for NL and ThC 1 . Interestingly, the lower bound of Theorem 3 is proved for bounded degree trees. For bounded degree trees we don't need counting . To prove Theorem 3, we use an Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e game for the language (FO + TC + COUNT) ( G91, IL90] ). The lower bound constructs a new kind of winning strategy in which whole paths are played. In section 2, we provide some background. In section 3, we describe the E-F Game and its correspondence to TC logic with counting. In section 4, we prove Theorem 3, our main lower bound. In section 5 we show that two-way locally ordered transitive closure logic corresponds precisely to NL. In section 6, we prove Theorems 5 and 7.
Background
In this paper our notation follows the conventions of Descriptive Complexity. See I87] for a survey, CFI92] for discussion of numbers, counting quanti ers and their associated EhrenfeuchtFra ss e games (hereafter called E-F games), and EI94a] for needed background and results concerning local orderings. As usual, an ordered logical structure of type = hR 1 ; : : :; R k ; c 1 ; : : :; c t i is a tuple A = hf1; : : :; ng; R A 1 ; : : :; R A k ; c A 1 ; : : :; c A t i. The rstorder language with ordering, denoted explicitly as (FO+ ), has a numeric predicate , denoting the usual total ordering on the universe jAj = f1; : : :; ng. When ordering is not present, we will assume in this paper that we have a second domain of numbers: A = hf1; : : :; ng; fv 1 ; : : :; v n g; R A 1 ; : : :; R A k ; c A 1 ; : : :; c A t i
The symbols of are restricted to the domain fv 1 ; : : :; v n g, and is de ned on numbers f1; : : :; ng. For such structures we can add counting quanti ers. Let the meaning of the formula:
(9i x)'(x) be that there exist at least i distinct points x such that '(x). The rst-order language with counting is denoted (FO + COUNT).
We also consider transitive closure operators TC and DTC. (TC x1:::xkx 0 1 :::x 0 k ') denotes the reexive, transitive closure of the binary relation '( x; x 0 ). Let (FO + TC) be the closure of rstorder logic with arbitrary occurrences of TC. DTC is the deterministic transitive closure in which all multiple outgoing edges are deleted:
Recall that (FO + DTC+ ) and (FO + TC+ ) capture classes L and NL, respectively (Fact 1). We consider expressibility via rst-order formulas of non-constant size. Recall that FO t(n)] denotes the set of properties expressible by rstorder formulas iterated t(n) times I89a].
3 Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e Game for TC logic with Counting
In this section we describe an E-F game for the logic (FO + TC + COUNT) ( G91, IL90], see also CM92] for a di erent E-F game for TC). We will use it in section 4 to prove a lower bound on tree-isomorphism. We rst recall some notation for similar games such as the C k -game from IL90; CFI92].
For a formula ' 2 (FO + TC + COUNT), let nd(') denote the nesting depth, the combination of quanti er depth and TC depth, for '.
Let free(') denote the set of free variables in '. We use var(') to denote the set of all variables that occur in '. We use A or jAj to denote the universe of a structure A. Then let PLAYER I choose x; x 0 and a set of tuples 0; a 2 ; : : :; a d?1 ; n, such that (A;ã ai;ai+1
x; x 0 ) j = , for i 2 f1; : : :; d ? 1g. PLAYER II answers according to its winning strategy with tuples 0; b 2 ; : : :; n. Now for any arbitrary b j ; b j+1 that PLAYER I chooses there is a pair a i ; a i+1 , such that (A;ã ai;ai+1
x; x 0 ) m;p (B;b bj;bj+1 x; x 0 ). Thus, by the induction hypothesis, (A;ã ai;ai+1
x; x 0 ) m;p (B;b bj;bj+1
x; x 0 ). Hence, for all j, there is an i such that (A;ã ai;ai+1
x; x 0 ) j = , (B;b bj;bj+1
x; x 0 ) j = .
Hence, since for all i, (A;ã ai;ai+1
x; x 0 ) j = , for all j, (B;b bj;bj+1
x; x 0 ) j = . Thus, (A;ã) j = ' () (B;b) j = '.
Lemma 3.4 is that we made the counting move slightly stronger than the counting quanti ers. Note that this just makes our lower bound slightly stronger. An equivalence can be proved if we either (1) Increase the power of the language by adding constants for all the numbers 1;: :: ; n; or (2) Decrease the power of the counting move as follows: Let Player I choose a set A 0 of cardinalityã(x i ), a previously chosen number, and force Player II to reply with a set B 0 of cardinalityb(x i ).
Case (iii): ' is a boolean combination of forms (i) and (ii): we only need note that the \ () " at the end of the proofs for (i) and (ii) is preserved under boolean combination. Thus (A;ã) m+1;p (B;b).
Observe that for ' 2 (FO + TC + COUNT), nd(') and jvar(')j are xed with respect to n.
Hence for every such formula ', there is an equivalent formula ' 0 2 (FO + TC + COUNT) such that no variable is ever re-quanti ed and, moreover, variables are quanti ed in successive order, i.e., the rst variable quanti ed in the scope of x 1 ; : : :; x i is x i+1 . Thus, in our E-F game G m;p for xed m and p, we may restrict PLAYER I's strategy so that it always chooses to map, in sequence, the lowest variables that are not already in Dom(ã). We can now alternatively think ofã : (X fc 1 ; : : :c t g) ! A as simply a k-tuple a, where a 1 = c A 1 ; : : :; a t = c A t and a t+1 =ã(x 1 ); a t+2 =ã(x 2 ); : : :. These observations allow us to simplify the presentation of the lower bound: since we are only concerned with ' 2 (FO + TC + COUNT), from now on, we use tuples a, with the format described above, to denoteã, and we consider only the formulas and game strategies that are restricted accordingly. Proof The idea of the game is that at the bottom, Player II must answer A 0 with A 0 but at the top Player II must answer the root A ip+1 with B ip+1 . Player I will try to push the distinction down the tree toward the leaves, but we will show that Player II can keep distinctions from moving down more than p levels z per round. De nition 4.3 (e.t.s.j.)
Given a pair of vertices v 1 ; v 2 in A ip+1 and w 1 ; w 2 in B ip+1 , we will say that v 1 and z By level we mean those depths in the trees at which A and B subtrees occur. A one-to-one correspondence, f, is constructed between the vertices of A ip+1 and B ip+1 , such that a gets mapped to b, and such that vertices with a given juxtaposition to a get mapped to vertices with the same juxtaposition to b, and moreover, such that the mapping preserves path names up to level ip ? jp + 1. The key feature of A ip+1 and B ip+1 used to achieve this is mentioned in Note 4. Proof Here is how f is de ned. For each vertex x in A ip+1 , look at the path from x to the root of the tree, and nd the rst vertex, x 0 , going up from x to the root, which has a descendant chosen already, i.e., one of its descendants is in a, say a l . Thus x 0 = lca(x; a l ) (if k = 0, i.e., there are no chosen points yet, let x 0 be the root).
If this vertex x 0 is at or below level ip ? jp, then we know that the path name of a l and b l agree up to x 0 (we'll say, y 0 for b l ), thus x 0 is the root of a subtree isomorphic, even in labels, to the subtree rooted at y 0 in B ip+1 , and we will construct the mapping, f, so that it maps the subtree at x 0 to that at y 0 using the isomorphism (including the labels).
If, the vertex x 0 is above level ip ? jp, then we can no longer guarantee that the labels at x 0 and y 0 are identical, however, we know that x 0 and y 0 have exactly the same number of children whose subtree contains no chosen point (i.e., points in a and b, respectively), and among one of these subtrees of children of x 0 is x. The mapping f, will map the empty subtree that x is in to one of the empty subtrees rooted at a child of y 0 , such that every vertex at level ip ? jp + 1 or below is mapped to a vertex with the same path name up to level ip?jp+1. We know this can be achieved since x 0 and y 0 are above level ip ? jp, and thus their children each have the same number of A descendants and B descendants at level ip?jp+1. We have thus de ned a one-to-one correspondence between A ip+1 and B ip+1 , such that path names at or below level ip?jp+1 are preserved, i.e., pn(x) ip?jp = pn(f(x)) ip?jp . is currently pebbled: Look Ahead in Player I's moves for the rst time l 0 > l that a l 0 ;1 ,: : :,a l 0 ;c , a l 0 +1;1 ,: : :,a l 0 +1;c , and a pebble at most one of the subtrees rooted at p j 's children. Either exactly one subtree st(w 2 ) is pebbled, or none of the siblings are pebbled, or l 0 = d + 1, i.e., the entire rest of the c-tuple sequence has more than one subtree pebbled. In either of the latter cases we arbitrarily pick one of the pebbled subtrees st(w 2 ) at time l 0 ? 1.
Construct a BIJECTION, f, between the children of p j and the children of q j with the following properties: (i) Map w 1 to the child w 0 1 of q j which contains the responses to the pebbles currently present in st(w 1 ).
(ii) If p j and q j have identical labels, then construct f so that it preserves labels. (iii) Construct f so that w 2 gets mapped to a w 0 2 with the same label. (This is possible because whatever w 2 's label is, there are at least two vertices among q j 's children with the same label, and at most one of these is already occupied by w 0 1 .) Now, let q j+1 = f(p j+1 ).
c If more than one sibling subtree of st(w 1 ) is currently pebbled, then, if there is already a constructed bijection, f, play according to that bijection, i.e., let q j+1 = f(p j+1 ). If there is no constructed bijection, then if there is an empty child of q j with the same label as p j+1 , let q j+1 be that child. Otherwise { , let q j+1 be any empty child of q j .
The following claim is the key to why Player II will win with this strategy: { Note that this case can only arise if p j+1 is above level ip ? jp ? p + 1 in the tree. First, note that in order for a new level (i.e. lower than any level established before it) to be established, it must be the case that a pebble a l;m has moved into an empty subtree st(w) at that level, for when moving into a non-empty subtree, say one that contains a s , PLAYER II's response guarantees that if b l;m and a l;m disagree in their path name at the level of w, then so did a s and b s . But, note that since we assume that a ip?jp?p b to begin with, p new levels need to be established with this transitive closure move in order for the conclusion not to hold. We will show that at least p + 1 pebbles are needed to do this. Suppose the conclusion doesn't hold. (B ip+1 ; b) . This concludes case 2, and that concludes the lemma. Observe that in the case where a and b are empty tuples, the lemma yields the theorem.
Local Orderings
As noted in the Introduction, Theorem 3 refutes Conjecture 2 . We now prove Theorem 4, namely, that the graph properties expressible with the logic (FO + TC + COUNT + 2LO) are exactly those in NL.
Proof of Theorem 4: The key lemma is the following:
Lemma 5.1 Let G = hN; V; E; c G 1 ; : : :; c G k i, where V = fv 1 ; : : :; v n g and N = f1; 2; : : :; ng.
Then, there is a formula E 0 (i; j), expressible in (FO+TC+COUNT+2LO), that de nes a graph G 0 (over numbers) isomorphic to the input graph (over vertices). For each constant c of the vocabulary, there is a formula V c (i) which holds true for a unique i c , and such that the isomorphism between G and G 0 maps i c to c G .
Proof (Sketch): The idea for expressing E 0 is to 1. Totally order each (weakly) connected component of E, using the EI94a] method y for ordering all vertices reachable from a particular vertex given a local ordering. To do so view all incoming edges as greater in the ordering than the outgoing edges. 2. Note that there is one ordering for each vertex in a component. For each connected component, choose the minimal one with respect to the lexicographic order of the adjacency sub-matrix.
A refutation of Conjecture 2 can also be obtained as a corollary of the results of CFI92]. A slight modi cation of the gadgets used there, from undirected gadgets to directed ones, yields this result.
y This method is based on distinguishingvertices by the lexicographically least shortest path that leads to them from a given vertex. We have thus partitioned the graph into an ordered sequence of sets of components: S 1 ; S 2 ; : : :; S r , where each S j = fC 1 ; : : :; C ij g is a set of one or more ordered, isomorphic components. We now de ne E 0 which puts an edge relation on the set of numbers N, depending on where that number sits in the ordering of all n vertices in S 1 ; : : :; S r . Note that even though the components in each S j are not ordered, it doesn't matter. The point is that we have i j identical copies of the relevant component. The unique place counting is essential is in determining the numbers i j .
Thus, given an input graph with a two-way local ordering, we can de ne an isomorphic graph on an ordered set of numbers. Theorem 4 follows.
6 Tree Canonization 2 (FO + COUNT) log n]
We obtain a (FO + COUNT) log n] formula for tree canonization. This improves on the previous best upper bound of (FO + LFP + COUNT) DM90] for tree canonization without ordering. Note that (FO + LFP + COUNT) = (FO + COUNT) n O(1) ]. We also show that for boundeddegree tree isomorphism a (FO) log n] formula is su cient, i.e., without counting.
Let jvj denote the number of nodes in st(v). We use the following simple fact about trees: is that we need to do exact counting, whereas we only have the regular counting quanti ers available. In order to augment exact counting we will simultaneously build inductive de nitions for tree-isomorphism and tree-non-isomorphism. For tree-non-isomorphism we use exactly the same 2/3-decomposition and look for a discrepancy. Exact counting can then be done by counting how many siblings are isomorphic and how many are non-isomorphic and making sure the sum adds up to the degree coming o the a ; a 0 path at the given level. Recursively, this assures that the two original trees rooted at a and b are isomorphic. Furthermore, the recursive checks are all done on subtrees with less than 2=3 the size of the original tree, thus the log n bound on the depth of the formula. We omit the formal expression of the (FO + COUNT) log n] formula. To express a canonical label for a tree we modify the above idea to express a relation < 0 (a; b), which means \The tree rooted at a is smaller, in the`canonical ordering', than the one rooted at b". Intuitively, the \canonical ordering" will consist of the following criteria (in decreasing order of signi cance):
1. Size(st(a)) < Size(st(b)) 2. depth(a 0 ) < depth(b 0 ), for a 0 and b 0 the vertices is the subtree of a and b, respectively, determined by Lemma 6.1 3. Walking down the path from a and b to a 0 and b 0 , respectively, let depth d be the rst place where there is any \di erence". Then some smallest child z o the path from a to a 0 has c isomorphic siblings, but it has k isomorphic counterpart children at depth d in the path from b to b 0 , and c < k.
Once we have the formal expression for 0 , we use it to express a relation E 0 (i; j) on numbers, which, like Lemma 5.1, will de ne a canonical tree isomorphic to the input tree E. We have to exclude all the formal details. We thus get Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 together with Theorem 3, yields Corollary 6. We nally show that for bounded degree trees, counting is not needed (from which Corollary 8 follows immediately):
Proof of Theorem 7 In order to convert the proof of Theorem 5 to this case it su ces to show that we can count the size of bounded degree subtrees in FO log n]. For once this is done, the \level-by-level" counting of the number of isomorphic subtrees just o the critical path from a to a 0 and b to b 0 can be done \by hand", i.e., quantifying the bounded number of possible vertices and checking that one of the various counting scenarios holds.
To count the size of a bounded degree subtree in FO log n] we use the same 2=3-1=3 technique used by Ruzzo R80] to prove CFL's are recognizable by tree-size bounded alternating Turing machines, and, in the logical setting, used in I82] (speci cally, Theorem B.1) to prove a related result. Of course, when the degree bound is k, instead of a 2=3-1=3 lemma we have a k k+1 -1 k lemma, but this is all that is required to get a log n bound on the depth of the required formula. Bounded-degree tree canonization can also be expressed in FO log n] using a variant of the canonization technique in Theorem 5. Note however that, whereas Theorem 5 works for both trees and forests, the proofs here are for connected trees because we are not allowed to count.
Conclusion
We have separated the unordered versions of the logics for ThC 1 , AC 1 , and NL using very natural problems: tree-isomorphism and boundeddegree tree-isomorphism. We have observed that these separations also hold in the presence of oneway local ordering.
The key remaining open questions are ones that we've asked before in EI94a]; they deal with twoway local ordering and they take on increased signi cance due to As yet, there are no non-trivial lower bounds for transitive closure logics with two-way local ordering and numbers, even without counting. The best that is known is a separation of (FO + COUNT + 2LO) from (FO + DTC + 2LO), implicit in the lower bound of E94].
